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1 Introduction
Commercial off-the-shelf components are now widespread in real-time embedded systems as they allow significant cost reduction. They include several
micro-architectural features designed to improve the overall performance, such
as pipelines and cache memories. A pipeline enables acceleration by overlapping the execution steps (fetch, decode, execution, memory access, register
write back) of different instructions, as those steps require separate hardware
circuits. Caches are fast memories located between the processor registers and
the main memory. They aim at bridging the speed gap between the processor
and the main memory by exploiting spatial (i.e. lines of contiguous blocks, for
example instruction blocks) and temporal localities (e.g. loops where blocks
are reused several times).
These technologies increase significantly the processor performances, and
not considering them would lead to a waste of hardware resources. But on the
other hand, they make the system behavior harder to predict. Because of the
pipeline, the instruction execution behavior depends on the system execution
history. As for the cache, the instruction execution time depends whether this
instruction can be found in the cache (cache hit) or has to be loaded from the
main memory (cache miss), which can be up to 10 times more costly as shown
for example in Levinthal (2009). This problem is significant as predictability
is a core matter for critical embedded systems. It becomes even worse when
considering multiple tasks. Those tasks might preempt, i.e. interrupt for some
amount of time, each other causing preemption delays. As stated in Buttazzo
(2011), those delays are due to different sources. Scheduling delays result from
the scheduler invocation and context switches. Pipeline delays correspond to
the time needed to flush the pipeline after a task preemption, and the time
to refill it when the task resumes its execution. Bus-related delays result from
potential contention in the bus used to access the main memory. Finally, cacherelated preemption delays (crpds) might occur as one task can overwrite some
cache locations used by a preempted task. When resuming its execution, the
preempted task may experience additional cache misses which would not have
occurred if the task had not been preempted. This results in additional reloads
from the main memory. Scheduling, pipeline and bus delays can be bounded
by a constant as stated in Altmeyer et al (2012) and are often less penalizing
than the crpd. Actually, the crpd can be as high as 44% of the task worstcase execution time (wcet) as shown in Pellizzoni and Caccamo (2007). So,
these additional delays can be responsible for possible deadline misses and,
as a consequence, cannot be neglected anymore when performing real-time
scheduling analyses.
Different ways to deal with preemption delays have been proposed in the
literature. Some works focus on reducing those delays as in Ding et al (2014).
In other works, upper bounds are computed on preemption delays to take
them into account in the schedulability analysis as an additional delay as
in Altmeyer et al (2012). In both cases, no change occurs at the scheduling
level. Popular algorithms such as Rate Monotonic (rm) or Earliest Deadline
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First (edf) are used. Some recent works introduce scheduling modifications
(for example preemption points in Bertogna et al (2011)) but they still use
common fixed-priority schedulers.
For hard real-time systems, scheduling algorithms can be either offline or
online. An offline scheduler computes its entire schedule before the system
starts running and uses it at runtime. So, it needs a complete knowledge of
all job parameters (releases, execution times, deadlines). On the contrary, an
online scheduler makes its scheduling decisions at runtime. It only knows the
system current state, i.e. the parameters of all released jobs. On the one hand,
offline schedulers have often been used in real-time systems (Burns (1995),
Bate (1998)), because they require less runtime overhead than online ones
and do not suffer any scheduling anomaly (Xu and Parnas (1993)). But on
the other hand, online algorithms are very popular in the real-time scheduling
literature because they allow more flexibility, as they can deal with unpredicted
events. Among online scheduling algorithms, edf is widely studied, because
it is optimal for scheduling hard real-time independent jobs, as long as no
preemption delay is considered. This optimality result does not stand any more
when preemption delays are considered. Actually, the problem of scheduling
with preemption delays is NP-hard as proved in Phavorin et al (2015b) and
neither fixed-task nor fixed-job priority-based scheduling algorithms can be
optimal for this problem.

This Research. We study the problem of scheduling real-time tasks subjected
to preemption delays. These delays are represented by timed penalties which
are inputs for our problem. They are assumed to be computed beforehand
by a timing analysis, as task wcets are in common scheduling approaches
(see for example Altmeyer et al (2012)). As we do not consider explicitly any
cache analysis, the problem of scheduling with preemption delays is independent from any cache management strategy, such as partitioning. We consider
hereafter both the online and the offline scheduling problems.

Paper Organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we present some works dealing with preemption delays. In Section 3,
we define the problem of scheduling when considering preemption delays. In
Section 4, we consider the online scheduling problem. In particular, we illustrate several scheduling anomalies that may occur at runtime if an online
scheduling algorithm is used. We also show that no online algorithm can be
optimal for the problem of scheduling independent sporadic tasks when considering preemption delays. In Section 5, we propose an optimal solution to
this problem using offline scheduling. Then, in Section 6, we compare our solution with rm and edf and quantify the loss of schedulability due to crpds.
Finally, we conclude in Section 7 and present some future work.
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2 Related work
For hard real-time systems, predictability has to be ensured, i.e. all deadlines
will always be met at runtime. When preemption delays are considered, those
additional delays have to be taken into account at some point either in the
wcet or during the schedulability analysis or test. To achieve such a goal, the
first step consists in bounding the preemption delay a task can experience when
resuming its execution after a preemption. As it is difficult to ensure worstcases through measurement, static analysis is mostly preferred to compute
upper bounds on preemption delays. In particular, in the case of crpds, a
cache analysis is proposed in Ferdinand and Wilhelm (1999) using abstract
interpretation. Then, bounds on the crpd can be computed using Evicting
Cache Blocks, ecbs, i.e. blocks used by a preempting task that might override
some cache locations used by the preempted task (Tomiyama and Dutt (2000)),
or Useful Cache Blocks, ucbs, i.e. blocks used by a task which are reused
latter on and will have to be reloaded if evicted from the cache because of a
preemption (Lee et al (1998)). Those bounds are incorporated either in the
wcet or in a schedulability analysis to ensure determinism. To add the crpd
to the task wcet (see for example Brandenburg (2011)), a safe estimation
of the maximal number of preemptions the task may experience has to be
computed as proposed for example in Yomsi and Sorel (2007). To incorporate
the crpd during the schedulability analysis, most authors focus on fixed-task
priority scheduling and use the Response Time Analysis, considering either
the preempting task (Busquets-Mataix et al (1996b)), the preempted one (Lee
et al (1998)) or both of them (Altmeyer et al (2012)). An extension to edf is
proposed in Lunniss et al (2013).
Bounding the preemption delays to take them into account either in the
wcet or during the schedulability analysis allows us to overcome the predictability problem. But, these additional delays can also threaten the system
schedulability because of the overall overhead which is incurred. So, several
works focus on reducing preemption delays. crpd is mostly studied as it accounts for the most part of these delays. crpd reduction can be achieved at
hardware level by designing new cache management policies as proposed for
example in Reineke et al (2014). Another solution to reduce the overall crpd
is to prevent tasks from overwriting each other cache locations, using either
partitioning (Altmeyer et al (2014)) or locking techniques (Ding et al (2014))
or even a combination of both of them (Vera et al (2003)). Other works, such as
in Lunniss et al (2012), prefer to use task code placement in the main memory
to reduce interference in the cache (because of the cache mapping). Memory
management can also be modified to completely eliminate the crpd as proposed in Whitham and Audsley (2012): the cost of saving and later restoring
the cache content when a preemption occurs is then included in the wcet
of the preempting task. At the scheduling level, works focus on reducing the
number of preemptions but without necessarily considering preemption delays.
Preemption number reduction can be achieved through the use of preemption
thresholds (Keskin et al (2010); Wang et al (2015)) or deferred preemption
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(Yao et al (2011)). Very few works have indeed focused on devising scheduling policies that take their scheduling decisions using preemption delays. In
Bril et al (2014), preemption delays are used to compute thresholds whereas
in Bertogna et al (2011); Peng et al (2014); Cavicchio et al (2015), preemption points are selected to minimize the overall preemption overhead. Some
work also exists as far as multiprocessors are concerned. But most of them
deal with partitioned multiprocessor soft real-time scheduling: cache-aware
decisions influence only the taskset partitioning process in order to reduce
conflicts between tasks as in Calandrino and Anderson (2008).
None of those prior works deal with the general problem of scheduling
with preemption delays, i.e. find an optimal scheduling algorithm (if any).
Considering the preemption delay as an additional timing parameter radically
changes the scheduling problem.
3 Problem Statement
The classic Liu and Layland task model (Liu and Layland (1973)) has to
be slightly modified to take preemption delays into account. An additional
parameter, si , is used to represent an upper bound on the additional delay task
τi has to pay each time it is preempted. The si parameter represents the extrawork added to the task processing requirement every time it is preempted. This
parameter can model:
– the context switch delay as in Lee and Shin (2014): si = α,
– the crpd as in Altmeyer et al (2011); Lee et al (1998): si = brt · |ucbi |,
– or a combination of both: si = α + brt · |ucbi |.
where |ucbi | represents the maximum number of Useful Cache Blocks for Task
τi and brt is the Block Reload Time, i.e. the time needed to load a memory
block from the main memory into the cache.
We assume all si values to be computed beforehand as wcets are in the
scheduling theory.
A periodic (i.e. recurrent) task τi is represented by the tuple τi (Ci , Ti , Di , si ),
standing respectively for the task wcet, its period, its relative deadline and
finally an upper bound on its preemption delay. An additional parameter, oi ,
may be added to represent the task first release date. In this paper, we consider,
unless specified, synchronous tasks, i.e. oi = 0, ∀i, with implicit deadlines, i.e.
Di = Ti , ∀i. A periodic task τi generates an infinite sequence of jobs noted:
Jij (rij , pij , dij , sij ) (being respectively the job release date, its execution time,
its absolute deadline and an upper bound on its preemption delay). If not
stated otherwise, we consider that we have: pij = Ci . This means that all jobs
of a same periodic task have the same worst-case execution time. They are
also considered to have the same preemption delay bound sij = si . For synchronous periodic tasks, we consider the jobs generated over the hyperperiod,
i.e. the least common multiple of the task periods. We recall that a processor
Ci
utilization can be computed for each task
P as: ui = Ti . The total processor
utilization for a taskset is equal to: U = i ui .
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Sporadic tasks are a generalization of the periodic case. For a sporadic
task τi , Ti represents the minimum inter-arrival time between two consecutive
jobs of the task. A sporadic taskset τ can potentially generate an infinite
number of distinct real-time instances over different executions of taskset τ .
A given instance of τ that meets all deadlines is said to be a feasible instance.
Informally, a sporadic taskset τ is feasible if, and only if, for every possible
real-time instance of τ , there exists a schedule that meets all deadlines (Fisher
et al (2010)).
The offline scheduling problem consists in computing a static schedule
before runtime. It has a complete knowledge of the whole system life, i.e. all
jobs that will be issued and all their parameters (Mok (1983)). The online
scheduling problem consists in taking a scheduling decision at a given date
knowing only the current system state, i.e. the parameters of all jobs which
have been released at that date. Jobs are released over time. When a job is
released, all its parameters are assumed to be known. edf is an online scheduler
as its scheduling decisions are only based on the absolute deadlines of the ready
jobs. No knowledge of the future is needed.
In this work, as it is often the case in other papers (see for example BusquetsMataix et al (1996a) and Lee et al (1998)), we assume the preemption delay
bound si to be paid in a whole immediately when a task resumes its execution
after a preemption. In practice, this delay is spread over the task execution.
For example, when considering the crpd, an additional cost is incurred every
time a task references a memory block (either instructions or data) that is
no longer in the cache because of the interference due to preempting tasks.
Moreover, we consider that, if a task is preempted while paying its preemption
delay si , then another full preemption delay si is also paid. Such an assumption is pessimistic but predictable. Consider again the crpd and suppose that
a task has a memory block that has been evicted from the cache by a preempting task. The task will need to reload this block sometimes after resuming
its execution. If the task is preempted once again before the missing memory
block is re-referenced, then the block is not in the cache as it has not yet
been reloaded. So the Block Reload Time penalty will have to be paid only
once. More precision may be gained by accounting for the exact preemption
points which, in turn, means a better knowledge of accessed memory blocks
(see for example Cavicchio et al (2015)). The simplifications used in this paper,
although introducing pessimism, allow us to deal with a simpler preemption
delay model due to the fact that it is independent of the preemption point
(where the preemption occurs in the task code).
In the remainder of this paper, we show that unfortunately when considering preemption delays, no online scheduler is optimal and numerous scheduling
anomalies can occur. So, we propose an optimal offline approach to schedule
real-time tasks subjected to crpds and use it to evaluate the loss of schedulability of existing scheduling policies.
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4 The Online Scheduling Problem
When dealing with systems subjected to hard real-time constraints, worstcase behaviors are considered to determine taskset schedulability. As shown
in Baruah and Burns (2006), those cases are not necessarily obvious to determine. To study this matter, Burns and Baruah introduce the notion of
sustainability (see Definition 1 hereafter).
In the remainder of this section, we show that rm, dm and edf are not
sustainable when preemption delays are considered. Next, we consider the more
general issue of designing an optimal scheduling algorithm when preemption
delays are considered. We prove that no online scheduling algorithm can be
optimal as clairvoyance is needed with regard to release dates.

4.1 Non-sustainability of RM, DM and EDF accounting for preemption
delays
We first recall the definition of sustainability given in Burns and Baruah
(2008):
Definition 1 A scheduling policy and/or a schedulability test for a scheduling
policy is sustainable if any system deemed schedulable by the schedulability test
remains schedulable when the parameters of one or more individual task(s) are
changed in any, some, or all of the following ways:
1. decreased execution requirements,
2. larger periods, and
3. larger relative deadlines.
Note that, actually, Burns and Baruah also consider the impact of the task
jitter. In this paper, we do not deal with this parameter.
To be sustainable, a scheduling policy and/or a schedulability test must
be sustainable with regard to all the parameters listed above. As stated in
Burns and Baruah (2008), rm and dm are sustainable with regard to execution requirements and relative deadlines but not with regard to the period
parameter. The edf scheduling policy for periodic tasks is sustainable when
no preemption delay is considered, as soon as some conditions are fulfilled:
– edf is sustainable with regard to execution requirements and relative deadlines for any periodic taskset,
– edf is sustainable with regard to the period parameter for zero-offset (synchronous) periodic tasksets.
We now consider the sustainability of rm, dm and edf when preemption
delays are considered. Under the preemption delay-aware model, we extend
Definition 1 by introducing the notion of sustainability with regard to preemption delays.
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Tasks
τi (Ci ,Ti ,Di ,si )

Generated jobs
Jij (rij ,pij ,dij ,sij )
J11 (0, 1, 4, s1 )
J12 (4, 1, 8, s1 )
J13 (8, 1, 12, s1 )
J21 (0, 3, 12, s2 )
J31 (0, 3, 12, s3 )
J41 (0, 3, 12, s4 )

τ1 (1, 4, 4, s1 )
τ2 (3, 12, 12, s2 )
τ3 (3, 12, 12, s3 )
τ4 (2, 12, 12, s4 )

Table 1 Task and job characteristics for the proofs of Theorems 1 (s1 = s2 = s3 = s4 = 0.6)
and 4 (s1 = s2 = s4 = 1 and s3 = 1 then 0.6)

τ1 J11

J12

τ2

J13

J21

τ3

J31

τ4
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

J41
10 11

12

Fig. 1 Schedule with s21 = s31 = 0.6 and C2 = 3 for rm, dm and edf

τ1 J11

J12

τ2

J13

J21

τ3

s21

J31

J31

τ4
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

J41
8

s31
J41
9 10 11

12

Fig. 2 Schedule with s21 = s31 = 0.6 and C2 = 2 for rm, dm and edf

Definition 2 A scheduling policy and/or a schedulability test is sustainable
with regard to the preemption delay parameter if any system deemed schedulable by the schedulability test remains schedulable when the value of the preemption delay parameter of one or more individual task(s) is decreased.
The motivation for considering preemption delay for the sustainable analysis
is similar to the one for wcet given in Burns and Baruah (2008): only upper
bounds on preemptions delays are considered. Moreover, those bounds are
computed independently of the real program point at which the preemption
will occur. So for all realistic systems, variability in preemption delays is to be
expected and, as a consequence, sustainability with regard to this parameter
is required.
We now study the sustainability of rm, dm and edf when preemption
delays are considered.
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Theorem 1 rm, dm and edf are not sustainable with regard to the execution
requirement parameter when preemption delays are considered.
Proof We consider the example of a system composed of four synchronous
periodic tasks τ1 , τ2 , τ3 and τ4 whose characteristics are synthesized in Table 1.
The preemption delay parameter is the same for the four tasks and is equal to
0.6. For rm, dm and edf, we assume that task indexes are used to break the
ties, which means that the priorities and the resulting schedules are the same
for the three scheduling policies. Over the hyperperiod, τ1 issues four jobs J11 ,
J12 and J13 whereas τ2 , τ3 and τ4 issue one job each, respectively J21 , J31 ,
J41 . All job characteristics can also be found in Table 1.
Figure 1 depicts the schedule constructed by either rm, dm or edf over the
hyperperiod. The system experiences no preemption delay and the taskset is
schedulable. Note that, for graphical representation ease, we depict the delay
sij incurred by a preemption immediately after the preempted job Jij resumes
its execution. Remember that, if sij models the crpd, then it is actually spread
over the job execution.
However, decreasing the execution time of J21 to 2 makes the taskset unschedulable. Indeed, as depicted in Figure 2, because of J21 ’s lesser execution
time, J31 and J41 can execute earlier. The system experiences two preemptions
and J41 misses its deadline because of the overall preemption overhead.
So, rm, dm and edf are no longer sustainable with regard to the execution
requirement parameter when preemption delays are considered.
t
u
Theorem 2 edf is not sustainable with regard to the deadline parameter
when preemption delays are considered.
Proof The system is composed of three synchronous periodic tasks τ1 , τ2 and
τ3 whose characteristics are synthesized in Table 2. The crpd parameter for
each task is equal to 1. Over the hyperperiod, τ1 issues three jobs J11 , J12 and
J13 , τ2 releases two, J21 and J22 , and τ3 only one, J31 .
Figure 3 depicts the schedule constructed by edf over the hyperperiod. All
deadlines are met and the system is schedulable.
However, if we increase D3 to 11, then J31 experiences two preemptions
and a deadline is missed, as depicted in Figure 4. As a consequence, the system
is not schedulable anymore. Indeed, as edf uses absolute deadlines to compute
job priorities, J31 has now a lower priority than J12 (resp. J22 ), at time 4 (resp.
6) resulting in two preemptions. Note that, at time 8, edf has to break the ties
to compute priorities as both J31 and J13 have the same absolute deadline. We
assume that task indexes are used as tie breaker which means that J13 is given
a higher priority than J31 as depicted in Figure 4. Note that considering the
reverse (i.e. J31 with a higher priority than J13 ) would also result in the system
not being schedulable any more as, this time, J13 would miss its deadline.
So, edf is no longer sustainable with regard to the deadline parameter
when preemption delays are considered.
t
u
Theorem 3 edf is not sustainable with regard to the period parameter when
preemption delays are considered.
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Tasks
τi (Ci , Ti , Di , si )

Generated jobs
Jij (rij ,pij ,dij ,sij )
J11 (0, 1, 3, 1)
J12 (4, 1, 7, 1)
J13 (8, 1, 11, 1)
J21 (0, 2, 4, 1)
J22 (6, 2, 10, 1)
J31 (0, 3, 6, 1)

τ1 (1, 4, 3, 1)
τ2 (2, 6, 4, 1)
τ3 (3, 12, 6, 1)

Table 2 Task and job characteristics for the proof of Theorem 2

τ1 J11

J12

τ2

J13

J21

J22

τ3

J31
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Fig. 3 edf schedule with D3 = 6

τ1 J11

J12

τ2

J13

J21

J22

τ3

s31

J31
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

s31 J31 J31
10 11 12

Fig. 4 edf schedule with D3 = 11

Proof The system is composed of three synchronous periodic tasks τ1 , τ2 and
τ3 whose characteristics are synthesized in Table 3. The crpd parameter for
each task is equal to 1. Over the hyperperiod, τ1 issues three jobs J11 , J12 and
J13 , τ2 releases two, J21 and J22 , and τ3 only one, J31 .
Figure 5 depicts the schedule constructed by edf over the hyperperiod. All
deadlines are met and the system is schedulable.
However, if we increase T2 by one unit of time, then J22 experiences one
preemption and misses its deadline, as depicted in Figure 6. As a consequence,
the system is not schedulable anymore. Indeed, as τ2 ’period is increased, J22 ’s
release date is postponed. So J22 has not finished its execution when J13
is released. As d13 < d22 , edf chooses to preempt J22 to execute J13 . The
incurred crpd causes J22 to miss its deadline.
So, edf is no longer sustainable with regard to the period parameter when
preemption delays are considered.
t
u

Theorem 4 rm, dm and edf are not sustainable with regard to the preemption delay parameter.
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τi (Ci , Ti , Di , si )

11

Generated jobs
Jij (rij ,pij ,dij ,sij )
J11 (0, 2, 2, 1)
J12 (4, 2, 6, 1)
J13 (8, 2, 10, 1)
J21 (0, 2, 4, 1)
J22 (6, 2, 10, 1)
J31 (0, 1, 12, 1)

τ1 (2, 4, 2, 1)
τ2 (2, 6, 4, 1)
τ3 (1, 12, 12, 1)

Table 3 Task and job characteristics for the proof of Theorem 3

τ1

τ11

τ12

τ2

τ13

τ21

τ22

τ3
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

τ31
10 11

12

Fig. 5 edf schedule with T2 = 6

τ1

τ11

τ13

τ12

τ2

τ21

τ22

τ3

s22 τ22

τ31
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Fig. 6 edf schedule with T2 = 7

Proof The system is composed of the four synchronous periodic tasks used
for the proof of Theorem 1 (see Table 1) but, now, with a preemption delay
parameter which is equal to 1 for the four tasks.
Figure 7 depicts the schedule constructed by either rm, dm or edf over
the hyperperiod. All deadlines are met and the system is schedulable.
However, when J31 ’s preemption delay is reduced to 0.6, the taskset becomes unschedulable. Indeed, as depicted in Figure 8, because of J31 ’s lesser
preemption delay overhead, J41 can begin its execution at time 7.6 and, as a
result, is preempted by J13 at instant 8. As a consequence, J41 experiences a
total preemption overhead of 1.6 and misses its deadline.
So, rm, dm and edf are not sustainable with regard to the preemption
delay parameter.
t
u
Corollary 1 rm, dm and edf are not sustainable when preemption delays
are considered.
Proof To prove that a scheduling policy is not sustainable it is sufficient to
show that it is not sustainable with regard to one of the criteria listed in
Definition 1. As rm, dm and edf are not sustainable with regard to either
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τ1 J11

J12

τ2

J13

J21

τ3

s31

J31

J31

τ4
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

J41
10 11

12

Fig. 7 Schedule with s31 = 1 for rm, dm and edf

τ1 J11

J12

τ2

J13

J21

τ3

s31

J31

J31

τ4
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

J41
8

9

s41
J41 J41
10 11 12

Fig. 8 Schedule with s31 = 0.6 for rm, dm and edf

execution times (Theorem 1), deadlines (Theorem 2) or preemption delays
(Theorem 4), then they are not sustainable.
t
u

4.2 Inexistence of an optimal online scheduling algorithm
In this section, we focus on the problem of finding an optimal online algorithm
to schedule tasks subjected to preemption delays. In Phavorin et al (2015b), we
show that, when preemption delays are considered, neither fixed-task schedulers such as rm or dm nor fixed-job priority ones such as edf can be optimal.
In Phavorin et al (2015a), the non-optimal property is proved for the case of
independent non-recurring jobs. We prove next that this non-optimality result
actually applies to the more general case of sporadic tasks.
Hereafter, we show that no optimal scheduler exists for online scheduling
of sporadic tasks subjected to preemption-delays. Indeed, we prove that an
optimal algorithm for scheduling a set of sporadic tasks when preemption
delays are considered needs to be clairvoyant with regard to release dates. We
recall that clairvoyance means that the scheduler has a complete knowledge of
the whole system life (all jobs that will be issued and all their parameters). In
order to show that online scheduling of sporadic tasks with preemption delays
is impossible, we need to define a sporadic taskset τ and our obligation proof
is twofold as explained in Fisher et al (2010):
1. an instance of τ cannot be scheduled by any online scheduler whereas a
clairvoyant optimal algorithm can define a feasible schedule,
2. all possible instances of the taskset τ are feasible.
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τi
τ1
τ2
τ3

Ci
5
4
1

Ti
T
T
T

Di
13
6
3

13

si
2
1
1

Table 4 Sporadic taskset τ used for the proof of Theorem 5

τ1
τ2
τ3
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13

Fig. 9 Schedule constructed by the online algorithm for Theorem 5 - Case 1

τ1
τ2
τ3
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13

Fig. 10 Feasible schedule for Theorem 5 - Case 1

In Phavorin et al (2015a), we exhibited a counter-example using three jobs
J1 (0, 5, 12, 1), J2 (4, 5, 6, 1) and J3 (r3 , 1, 1, 1). The release date of J3 was set by
an adversary according to the decision of the online scheduling algorithm at
time 4 (i.e. J2 ’s release). But this counter-example cannot be used to prove
that optimal online scheduling of sporadic tasks accounting for preemption
delays is impossible. Suppose that J1 , J2 and J3 are each the first job of a
sporadic task. To comply with our obligation proof, we have to show that all
instances of the sporadic taskset are feasible. Consider the instance for which
J3 is released at time 6. In that case, J2 is necessarily preempted once and
misses its deadline. So, no valid schedule can be constructed. As a result, this
sporadic taskset is not feasible. Therefore, the proof presented in Phavorin
et al (2015a) for independent jobs cannot be directly extended to the sporadic
task case.
For the proof in this paper, we will consider the sporadic taskset presented
in Table 4. The three tasks have the same period T which can be set as large
as possible (for example T = ∞). Thus, we can limit our examination to the
first job generated by each task. To prove that no online scheduler can be
optimal for the preemption delay-aware scheduling problem, we first have to
show that an instance of the sporadic taskset cannot be scheduled by any
online algorithm whereas a feasible schedule can be defined by a clairvoyant
algorithm (Theorem 5). In a second time, we have to prove that the sporadic
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tasks is actually feasible, i.e. a feasible schedule can be constructed for all
possible instances of the taskset (Lemma 1 and Theorem 6).
Theorem 5 Optimal online scheduling of sporadic tasks accounting for preemption delays is impossible.
Proof We show that there is an instance of Taskset τ , defined in Table 4, that
cannot be scheduled by any online algorithm whereas a feasible schedule can
be defined by a clairvoyant algorithm. The proof is based on a competitive
analysis using a clairvoyant adversary. At some instant t, the online algorithm
has to take a scheduling decision, i.e. to choose one job to be executed instead
of another one. Depending on this choice, the adversary modifies the release
date of a future job, such that the online algorithm is not able to schedule the
whole system without missing a deadline. On the other hand, the adversary
can find a feasible schedule by taking at t another decision than the one of
the online algorithm. Then, we consider the case where the online algorithm
takes the opposite decision at t, and the adversary proposes another release
date to make the system not schedulable once again with respect to the online
algorithm.
We consider the instance of τ (i.e. the taskset given in Table 4) defined by
the following task offsets: o1 = 0 and o2 = 2. The offline adversary will release
the third sporadic task τ3 either at time o3 = 4 or o3 = 8, depending on
the scheduling decisions taken by the online algorithm. Any online scheduling
algorithm has to take a scheduling decision at time 2, i.e. at τ2 ’s release. It
can either choose to continue to execute Task τ1 or choose to preempt it and
switch to Task τ2 :
– Case 1: τ1 continues to execute.
In this case, the competitor chooses to release τ3 at time 4. As τ1 is still
executed for some amount of time after time 2, τ2 cannot complete its
execution without a deadline miss: if τ2 is executed prior to τ3 , then a
preemption will necessarily occur in order for τ3 to meet its deadline. The
only solution to avoid this preemption, is to start τ2 after τ3 ’s execution.
In both cases, τ2 will miss its deadline. The second case is depicted in
Figure 9. So the online algorithm fails to schedule this instance of the
system τ . However, as shown in Figure 10, a feasible schedule exists.
– Case 2: τ2 is chosen to be executed.
In this case, the adversary chooses to release τ3 at time 8. As a consequence,
τ1 will necessarily experience two preemptions and as C1 +2×s1 +C2 +C3 =
14 then the deadline at time 13 will be missed as shown in Figure 11. But
once more, a feasible schedule exists as depicted in Figure 12.
Note that we should also consider the cases in which the online algorithm
insert idle times even if there is either τ2 or τ3 ready to be executed. But,
inserting idle times means that the processor demand will be higher for the rest
of the time interval. As a consequence, the system will still be unschedulable.
To complete the proof, we have to prove that Taskset τ is feasible. This is
achieved using Lemma 1 and Theorem 6.
t
u
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Fig. 11 Schedule constructed by the online algorithm for Theorem 5 - Case 2
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Fig. 12 Feasible schedule for Theorem 5 - Case 2

Before proving that taskset τ is feasible, we first give two direct results of
Theorem 5:
Corollary 2 Optimal online scheduling of a set of jobs accounting for preemption delays is impossible.
Corollary 3 Optimal online scheduling of asynchronously released periodic
tasks accounting for preemption delays is impossible.
Note that for synchronously-released periodic tasks, the existence of an optimal
online scheduler is still an open problem.
We now prove that all instances of Taskset τ are feasible, i.e. τ is feasible.
Lemma 1 A necessary condition for τ , defined in Table 4, to be unschedulable is that one task suffer from the interference of the other two. By intertask interference we mean that their scheduling windows (i.e. the time interval
[oi , oi + Di )) are interleaved.
Proof To prove Lemma 1, we consider two cases.
First, we consider the case where a task is executing without any interference from another task (i.e. the scheduling windows of the three tasks are
disjoined). For each task, the wcet is smaller than the relative deadline, and
as there is no inter-task interference, there can be no preemption and so no
additional delay. As a result, each task can be scheduled without missing a
deadline.
We now deal with the case where only two tasks from τ interfere together,
i.e. the scheduling windows of two tasks from τ are overlapped whereas the
scheduling window of the third task is disjoined from the other two. We consider an edf scheduler and we show that all deadlines will be met:
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(a) Possible schedule for Case 1, Subcase 1.

(b) Possible schedule for Case 1, Subcase 2.
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(c) Possible schedules for Case 2.

Fig. 13 Different cases for the proof of Theorem 6.

– Case 1: both tasks will be executed in sequence, i.e. without any preemption, if:
– the second released task has a deadline greater that the one of the first
released task.
– the second task is released after the first task has finished its execution.
– Case 2: the second released task preempts the first released task which
has not yet finished its execution. As a consequence the first task will
have to pay a preemption delay. The second task does not suffer from
any preemption and meets its deadline. For the first task we consider the
following three cases:
– τ1 and τ2 : the response time for τ1 is equal to C1 + s1 + C2 = 11 ≤
D1 = 13.
– τ1 and τ3 : the response time for τ1 is equal to C1 + s1 + C3 = 8 ≤ D1 =
13.
– τ2 and τ3 : the response time for τ2 is equal to C2 +s2 +C3 = 6 ≤ D2 = 6.
In all cases, no deadline is missed.
So edf can construct a feasible schedule when only two tasks are interfering
with each other.
t
u
Theorem 6 Sporadic taskset τ , defined in Table 4, is feasible.
Proof As a result of Lemma 1, the feasibility study can be limited to a time
interval of length D1 as the three tasks have to interfere with each other in
order to have a possible deadline miss. We denote with I2 (respectively I3 )
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the scheduling window of Task τ2 (resp. τ3 ), i.e. the time interval of length D2
(resp. D3 ) in which τ2 (resp. τ3 ) can be scheduled: I2 = [o2 , o2 + D2 ] (resp.
I3 = [o3 , o3 + D3 ]). For the feasibility proof, we have to consider the following
cases:
– Case 1: I2 and I3 are not overlapped. Without loss of generality, we assume
that τ2 is executed before τ3 . Then we consider the following two sub-cases:
– Sub-case 1: I2 and I3 are separated by at least one time unit: we have
o3 ≥ o2 +D2 +1 ⇒ o3 +D3 −o2 ≥ D2 +D3 +1. Executing τ2 at the start
of its interval I2 and τ3 at the end of I3 leaves at least five idle time units
in the middle: (o3 + D3 − C3 ) − (o2 + C2 ) ≥ D2 + D3 + 1 − C3 − C2 = 5.
So τ1 can be executed between τ2 and τ3 without any preemption as
depicted in Figure 13(a).
– Sub-case 2: I2 and I3 are separated by strictly less than one time unit:
we have o3 − (o2 + D2 ) < 1 ⇒ o3 + D3 − o2 ≥ D2 + D3 . Executing τ2
at the end of its interval I2 and τ3 at the start of I3 leaves at least a
cumulative length of seven idle time units at the beginning and at the
end of the studied interval of length D1 : D1 −(o3 +C3 −(o2 +D2 −C2 )) >
D1 − C3 − C2 − 1 = 7. So τ1 can be executed in two parts, i.e. with one
preemption, as C1 + s1 = 7, as depicted in Figure 13(b).
– Case 2: I2 and I3 are overlapped. We can always schedule τ2 and τ3 such
that none of them preempt the other one. We execute τ2 and τ3 contiguously. So in the interval of length D1 , only five contiguous time units are
required by τ2 and τ3 leaving eight idle time units in two parts for τ1 . As
C1 + s1 = 7 < 8 we can once more construct a valid schedule in all cases
as depicted in Figure 13(c).
So Taskset τ is feasible as we can construct a schedule meeting all deadlines
for every case.
t
u

5 The Offline Scheduling Problem
In the previous section, we showed that no online scheduler can be optimal for
the preemption delay-aware scheduling problem. So, in this section, we focus
on the offline scheduling problem.
We first recall some general results on the preemption delay-aware scheduling problem given in Phavorin et al (2015b). Note that in Phavorin et al
(2015b), we referred to the crpd only. But as crpds are only a special case
of preemption delays, all results are still valid in the general case.
Theorem 7 (Phavorin et al (2015b)) Scheduling with preemption delays is
NP-hard in the strong sense.
As a result there exists no scheduling algorithm to solve the preemption delayaware scheduling problem which takes a scheduling decision (choice of the next
processed job) in a polynomial amount of time unless P = NP.
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Fig. 14 rm/edf schedule for tasks τ1 (1,3,3,0.25) and τ2 (7,12,12,0.5)
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Fig. 15 Schedule produced by the offline approach for tasks τ1 (1,3,3,0.25) and
τ2 (7,12,12,0.5)

Actually, the problem is still NP-hard in the weak sense even if there are
only two distinct releases and deadlines and a preemption delay of one unit
of time as proved in Phavorin et al (2015c). Note that an optimal algorithm
exists in some special cases: for a set of jobs with either equal releases dates
or equal deadlines, or when releases dates and deadlines are similarly ordered,
edf does not generate any preemption and as a result is an optimal scheduling
algorithm in these cases.
As no scheduling algorithm running in polynomial time can be optimal
for the preemption delay-aware scheduling problem unless P = NP, we focus
on finding an offline solution using Mixed-Integer Linear Programming. We
deal next with a finite set of n independent jobs noted Ji (ri , pi , di , si ). They
are defined by a release date ri , a worst-case execution time pi , a deadline di
and an upper bound on the preemption delay si . The objective is to compute
a preemptive schedule that minimizes the overall preemption delay in order
to reduce the worst-case workload. When dealing with synchronous periodic
tasks, which is often the case in real-time scheduling, we consider the jobs generated by the different tasks over their hyperperiod. Consider for example two
synchronous periodic tasks τ1 (1, 3, 3, 0.25) and τ2 (7, 12, 12, 0.5). As depicted
in Figure 14, τ1 generates four jobs (J1 , J2 , J3 and J4 ) over the hyperperiod
of 12, whereas τ2 issues only one job (J5 ). As shown in Figure 14, this taskset
is not schedulable under rm and edf assuming that the ties are broken using
task indexes. However, a feasible schedule exists as depicted in Figure 15. The
offline approach introduced here allows to compute a schedule for this example
as detailed in Section 5.3.

5.1 Feasible schedule property
We consider the schedule as a set of slices (represented by their index) S =
{1, . . . , m} delimited by subsequent job release dates or deadlines. For every
slice k ∈ S, bk (respectively ek ) denotes the slice starting time (resp. ending
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time). The first slice begins by the earliest job release date whereas Slice m ends
by the latest job deadline. In the example depicted in Figure 15, the schedule
is made up of four slices: [r1 , d1 ) = [0, 3), [r2 , d2 ) = [3, 6), [r3 , d3 ) = [6, 9) and
[r4 , d4 ) = [9, 12). The set of jobs that can be executed in a slice j is denoted
by Jj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m where Jj = {Jk |rk < ej ∧ dk > bj }. In any feasible schedule,
each job must be scheduled in a time interval delimited by its release date
and its deadline. We note Si the set of slices in which Job Ji can be executed:
Si = {k|bk < di ∧ ek > ri }. Note that a slice in Si cannot start before Ji ’s
release date or end after Ji ’s deadline as slices are delimited by subsequent job
release dates or deadlines. Si1 is the first slice of Si and S̄i = Si \ Si1 the set of
slices for Job Ji except the first one.
Our approach uses the following property:
Property 1 There exists a feasible schedule in which a job resumes at most
once in every slice.
Proof Suppose we have a feasible schedule S in which a job Ji resumes twice in
1
2
a slice j. We note Ji,j
and Ji,j
the two non-contiguous subjobs of τi . Consider
0
1
2
Schedule S in which, after some subjob permutations, Ji,j
and Ji,j
have been
put consecutively. Such a reordering cannot increase the occupied time of Slice
j as subjobs have only been reordered and not split (i.e. preempted), so no
1
2
additional preemption delay is introduced. Moreover, having Ji,j
and Ji,j
now
contiguous actually suppresses a preemption delay. Finally, the reordering does
not jeopardize schedulability as a job deadline can only occur at the end of a
slice. So, if S is a valid schedule, then S 0 is still one.
By repeating these permutations to every job in every slice we can get an
optimal schedule in which a job resumes at most once in every slice.
t
u
A direct consequence of Property 1 is that every job executed in a slice
can pay at most one preemption delay. Thus, the previous property limits the
number of schedule patterns to be considered in order to define an optimal
offline schedule in which all job deadlines are met.

5.2 Mathematical program
We define a mixed-integer linear program (milp) to solve the problem of
scheduling with preemption delays. The objective function is to minimize the
overall preemption delay among feasible schedules.
Jobs will be scheduled in slices and we call a job-piece the job part executed
in a given slice. Ji,j denotes the job-piece of Ji executed in slice j ∈ Si . For
example, as shown in Figure 15, J5 is made up of four job-pieces: J5,1 in [0, 3),
J5,2 in [3, 6), J5,3 in [6, 9) and J5,4 in [9, 12).
The main variables of our milp formulation are:
– ti,j ∈ R, corresponding to the starting time of Job-piece Ji,j ,
– pi,j ∈ R, standing for the execution requirement of Job-piece Ji,j ,
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Notation
S
Si
S¯i
Si1
Jj
pi
si
bj
ej
ti,j
pi,j
∆i,j
ai,j
a0i,j
bi,j
yi,k,j

Type

Description
Input data
Set
Set of slice indexes
Set
Slice indexes of Ji
Set
Slices of Ji except the first one
Set
Index of the first slice of Ji
Set
Jobs in Slice j
real
Job Ji ’s processing time
real
Job Ji ’s preemption delay
real
starting time of Slice j
real
ending time of Slice j
Output variables
real
starting time of Job-piece Ji,j
real
processing time of Job-piece Ji,j
binary
preemption delay incurred by Ji,j
Internal variables
binary
condition p
i,j > 0
P
binary
condition
pi,k > 0
binary
condition
ti,j > ti,j−1 + pi,j−1 + si ∆i,j−1
binary
job-piece disjunctive constraints

Table 5 Data and variables for the milp

– ∆i,j ∈ {0, 1}, indicating if Job-piece Ji,j resumes in Slice j after a preemption.
All notations are summarized in Table 5. The main difference with the approach proposed in Phavorin et al (2015a) is that pi,j corresponds not only to
the part of the job wcet executed in Slice j but also to some potential delay
due to a preemption. So the preemption delay is not bound to be executed in
exactly one slice anymore.
Using these notations, the objective function can be written as:
min

n X
X

si ∆i,j

i=1 j∈Si

Note that the schedule computed by the offline approach is not necessarily
work-conserving.
Equations 1 to 16 define the constraints for the mixed-integer linear program. Those constraints are divided in different categories presented hereafter.
5.2.1 Processing time constraints
The first set of constraints ensures that all job-pieces of a job put together
execute for exactly the execution time of that job plus the total delay due to
all the preemptions the job experiences during its execution:
X
X
pi,j = pi +
si ∆i,j
1≤i≤n
(1)
j∈Si

j∈Si
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5.2.2 Slice constraints
All job-pieces Ji,j are executed inside Slice j, i.e. start and complete their
execution in the interval [bj , ej ). An arbitrary small value  is used to forbid
a job-piece to start at time ej .
ti,j + pi,j ≤ ej

1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ∈ Si

(2)

ti,j ≥ bj

1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ∈ Si

(3)

ti,j ≤ ej − 

1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ∈ Si

(4)

Job-pieces executed inside a given slice j do not exceed the interval size:
X
pi,j ≤ ej − bj
j∈S
(5)
i∈Jj

5.2.3 Job-piece disjunctive constraints
Inside every slice, two job-pieces cannot be executed simultaneously. In Slice
j, for every pair of job-pieces Ji,j and Jk,j we have either:
ti,j + pi,j ≤ tk,j
or
tk,j + pk,j ≤ ti,j
The previous disjunctive constraints can be linearized using a big value M
and a binary variable yi,k,j , i < k, set to 1 by the solver if Ji,j is executed
before Jk,j in Slice j, 0 otherwise:
ti,j + pi,j ≤ tk,j + (1 − yi,k,j ) × M

j ∈ Si ∩ Sk

(6)

tk,j + pk,j ≤ ti,j + yi,k,j × M

j ∈ Si ∩ Sk

(7)

5.2.4 Preemption penalty constraints
The binary variable ∆i,j is set to 1 if Job-piece Ji,j is subjected to a preemption
delay in Slice j, to 0 otherwise.
For the first slice of every job, there cannot be any preemption:
∆i,j = 0

1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ∈ Si1

(8)

In every other slice j, a preemption is paid by Job Ji (i.e. ∆i,j = 1) if and
only if:
1. Ji is executed in Slice j: pi,j > 0
P
2. Ji has already started its execution previous to j: k<j pi,k > 0
3. Ji ’executions in Slices j − 1 and j are not contiguous:
tij > ti,j−1 + pi,j−1
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task
τ1
τ1
τ1
τ1
τ2
τ2
τ2
τ2

job
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J5
J5
J5

slice
1
2
3
4
1
2
2
4

ti,j
0
4.5
6
11
1
3
7
9

pi,j
1
1
1
1
2
1.5
1.5
2

∆i,j
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Table 6 Output variables computed by the solver
.

In all other scenarios, the solver will always choose to set ∆i,j = 0 to minimize
the objective function and thus no preemption delay is paid by the corresponding job-pieces.
The previous three conditions can be linearized by introducing binary variables ai,j , a0i,j and bi,j :
pi,j ≤ ai,j × M
X
pi,k ≤ a0i,j × M

1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ∈ S̄i

(9)

1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ∈ S̄i

(10)

1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ∈ S̄i

(11)

k∈Si ,k<j

ti,j − (ti,j−1 + pi,j−1 ) ≤ bi,j × M

According to these three new binary variables, ∆i,j is defined by the logical result of ai,j ∧ a0i,j ∧ bi,j which can be linearized by computing ∆i,j =
min(ai,j , a0i,j , bi,j ):
∆i,j ≤ ai,j

1 ≤ i ≤ n,j ∈ S̄i

(12)

a0i,j

1 ≤ i ≤ n,j ∈ S̄i

(13)

∆i,j ≤ bi,j

1 ≤ i ≤ n,j ∈ S̄i

(14)

∆i,j ≥ ai,j + a0i,j + bi,j − 2

1 ≤ i ≤ n,j ∈ S̄i

(15)

∆i,j ≥ 0

1 ≤ i ≤ n,j ∈ S̄i

(16)

∆i,j ≤

5.3 Application example
We now detail an application of our offline approach on the two-tasks example
introduced beforehand and depicted in Figure 14.
For the milp, we consider the different jobs Ji (ri ,pi ,di ,si ) from τ1 and τ2
over the hyperperiod which is equal to 12. On that interval of time, τ1 issues
four jobs J1 (0,1,3,0.2), J2 (3,1,6,0.2), J3 (6,1,9,0.2) and J4 (9,1,12,0.2), whereas
τ2 issues only one job J5 (0,7,12,0.5). Release dates and deadlines define four
slices in the schedule: [0, 3), [3, 6), [6, 9) and [9, 12). J1 must be executed in
the first slice, J2 in the second one, J3 in the third one and J4 in the last
one, whereas J5 can be executed in all of them. As a result there are eight
job-pieces for this example.
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Fig. 16 Example of a feasible system deemed unschedulable by the approach presented
in Phavorin et al (2015a). The system is made of three jobs J1 (1, 1, 2, 0.25), J2 (2, 0.75, 3, 0.25)
and J3 (0, 1.75, 4, 0.5).

For this example, we set  = 0.01 and M = 100. The complete milp
has thirty-seven variables (twenty-four output variables and thirteen internal
ones) and seventy constraints. Using the CPLEX 12.6.1 solver from IBM, we
compute an optimal solution to the problem with a value of 0.5 for the objective
function. The output variables computed by the solver are presented in Table
6. The results computed by the solver are interpreted the following way. If
∆i,j = 0 (as for J1 in Slice 2), then Ji does not pay any preemption delay in
Slice j and pi,j corresponds exactly to the normal execution time for Ji in j. If
∆i,j = 1 (as for J5 in Slice 3), then Ji pays first a preemption delay of length
si in j and then executes normally for pi,j − si . Note that if pi,j < si , then
the rest of the preemption delay is paid in the next slice where Ji is executed.
The corresponding schedule is depicted in Figure 15. Note that the schedule
constructed by the offline approach is not necessarily work-conserving: for this
example, as depicted in Figure 15, the processor is left idle at time 5.5 even if
Job J5 is ready to be executed.
5.4 Comparison with Phavorin et al (2015a)
The approach presented in this paper is a modified version of the one introduced in Phavorin et al (2015a).
In Phavorin et al (2015a), a transformed scheduling problem is considered
in order to simplify the mathematical model: every job has an execution time
p0i = pi − si and a preemption delay si is always paid when the job starts its
execution for the first time. This transformation is only valid when ∀Ji : pi ≥ si
which is obviously true in real-life. However, in this paper, we adopt the same
experimental plan as in Altmeyer et al (2012); Lunniss et al (2013, 2014) in
order to have a fair comparative point. The si parameters correspond to crpds
and are derived from ecb and ucb sets which are randomly generated for each
task (and so job) has a function of the total cache utilization. As a result wcets
and crpds are decoupled. In some cases, in particular for tasksets with small
processor utilization and large cache utilization, crpds may be greater than
wcets.
Moreover, in order to simplify the mathematical program, the approach
presented in Phavorin et al (2015a) only considers schedules where the preemption delay paid by a job when resuming its execution in a slice fits in the
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slice boundaries. For each job-piece, a variable p0i,j was computed, standing for
the execution time of Job Ji in slice j without accounting for any crpd. As
a result, potential crpds in every slice had to be accounted for when dealing
with the milp constraints. For example, Slice constraints 2 and 5 were written
as:
ti,j + p0i,j + si × ∆i,j ≤ ej

1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ∈ Si

and
X

p0i,j + si × ∆i,j ≤ ej − bj

j∈S

i∈Jj

In other words, it means that a preemption delay cannot be spread over two
consecutive slices. In most cases, this assumption holds. However, for a nearly
full-loaded processor and potentially large preemption delays, there may be
systems for which the only valid schedules do not respect this assumption.
For example, as depicted in Figure 16, the only schedule for the system made
of Jobs J1 (1, 1, 2, 0.25), J2 (2, 0.75, 3, 0.25) and J3 (0, 1.75, 4, 0.5) does not respect the assumption as the preemption delay paid by J3 when it resumes
its execution in the second slice has to be spread over the third slice. So the
solution proposed in Phavorin et al (2015a) cannot find a valid schedule in
this case and the system is deemed unschedulable since preemption delays are
not allowed to be spread over two slices. The milp presented here overcomes
this problem as potential crpds are now implicitly accounted for in job-piece
execution times pi,j . Preemption delays appear explicitly only in the processing time constraints to guarantee that a job is executed for exactly its wcet
plus the total delay due to all the preemptions the job experiences during its
execution. As a result, our new approach is able to schedule systems as the
one depicted in Figure 16.
An evaluation of our new offline approach in terms of solving time is given
in Section 6.
5.5 milp generalization to enhanced preemption delay models
The efficiency of the offline approach in comparison with other scheduling
solutions is very dependent on the adopted preemption delay model. Our offline
approach assumes a preemption delay bound depending only on the preempted
task. For this preemption delay model, our solution is optimal, as it constructs
a valid schedule whenever it is possible.
But under this model, the preemption delay bound can be very pessimistic
as depicted in Figure 17. The system is made of two jobs J1 (1, 1, 2) and
J2 (0, 2, 3) which can be schedulable only if no preemption delay is paid as
the processor is fully loaded. Instead of a crpd parameter, we consider here
Evicting Cache Blocks (ecbs) and Useful Cache Blocks (ucbs). ecbs and ucbs
are represented by the indexes of the cache sets to which they are mapped. J1
has two ecbs: ecb = {0, 1}. During its execution, J1 might evict any memory
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Fig. 17 Example of a system unschedulable by the offline approach because of the pessimism of the preemption delay model. The system is made of two jobs J1 (1, 1, 2, ecb =
{0, 1}) and J2 (0, 2, 3, ucb = {2, 3}).

block (potentially used by another task) stored in Cache sets 0 and 1. J2 has
two ucbs, ucb = {2, 3}. If preempted, J2 might have to reload two memory
blocks if preempting tasks access Cache sets 2 and 3 during their execution.
For this example, we only consider crpds and assume all other preemption
delays to be either negligible or already accounted for in the wcets. As J2
has two ucbs, s2 is not null (as in the worst-case two memory blocks might
have to be reloaded) and as a consequence the milp fails to construct a valid
schedule for this system. However, as the ecbs of J1 do not map to the same
cache locations as the ucbs of J2 , J2 will not need to reload any useful memory
block when resuming its execution after being preempted by J1 . So no crpd
is actually incurred and a feasible schedule can be constructed. As a result,
considering a more precise preemption delay model would allow to find a valid
schedule for this system, as no preemption cost would occur.
To handle those cases, the offline approach has to be modified to consider a
more accurate preemption delay bound si,j , depending both on the preempted
job and the preempting ones. However, designing such an milp is a difficult
matter. For example, the crpd paid by a preempted job Ji does not only
depend on the damage to the cache done by the preempting job Jj , but also
on the damage due to all jobs Jk that execute while Ji being preempted.
One solution is to use boolean variables to represent whether Job Jk has
been executed after Job Ji ’s preemption in Slice j 0 and before Ji resumes its
execution in Slice j. As a consequence, the milp size increases very fast. Such
a complexity would allow to deal only with a small number of jobs and few
time slices and thus would not be suitable in practice.

6 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our offline solution, called
hereafter off, in comparison with existing scheduling policies when crpds
are considered, using synthetically generated tasksets. For the experiments,
we only focus on crpds since they represent the most penalizing part of the
preemption delays. We compare the schedulability of rm, edf and off when
varying different key parameters such as the processor utilization or the cache
utilization. For the crpd parameter, we consider successively the ucb-only,
the ucb-union and the ecb-union approaches to upper bound the crpd for
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each task under rm (see Altmeyer et al (2012)) and edf (see Lunniss et al
(2013)).

6.1 Experimental settings
For the experiments, we consider our offline approach alongside with rm and
edf and we follow the approach adopted in Lunniss et al (2013) for task and
crpd-related parameter generation. We deal with tasksets made of only four
tasks generating at most two hundred jobs over the hyperperiod, with task
periods ranging from 1ms to 10ms. These restrictions, compared to the work
in Lunniss et al (2013), are made to contain the explosion of the milp solving
time, which tends to increase exponentially with the size of the inputs (i.e.
numbers of jobs and slices). The different taskset parameters are generated
using the following inputs:
– the taskset processor utilization U ;
– the taskset cache utilization CU (corresponding to the proportion of the
cache used by all tasks put together), set by default to 4 (CU > 1 means
that all task memory blocks cannot fit together into the cache);
– the cache size in number of sets CS (which is equal to the number of lines
as we deal only with dm cache), set by default to 256;
– the Block Reload Time brt, set by default to 0.008ms;
– the maximum proportion of ucbs per task, called the re-utilization factor
RF, set by default to 30%;
– the approach to bound the crpd for rm and edf schedulability analyses:
by default we use the ucb-only approach.
Note that the default values have been chosen accordingly to the ones found
in the literature (Altmeyer et al (2012); Lunniss et al (2013, 2014)). In particular, hardware settings (cache size, brt) are chosen to model commonly
used embedded configurations based for example on the ARM7 architecture1 .
As for the default value for RF, it corresponds to the values observed for the
tasks from the Mälardalen benchmark2 (Altmeyer et al (2012)). It also fits
the values observed for the real-time embedded PapaBench benchmark3 were
the percentage of ecbs per task ranges from 0% for the radio control task to
30.3% for the altitude control task (Lunniss et al (2014)).
Each task processor utilization ui is generated using the UUnifast algorithm
(Bini and Buttazzo (2005)). Task periods Ti are randomly chosen in [1, 10)
using a uniform distribution. We prefer a uniform distribution rather than a
log-uniform one as in Lunniss et al (2013), since the task range is reduced to
only one order of magnitude as stated before. Using the previously generated
ui and Ti , each task wcet Ci is computed as Ci = ui · Ti . As we limit our
1 http://infocenter.arm.com/help/index.jsp?topic=/com.arm.doc.subset.
primecell.system/index.html
2 http://www.mrtc.mdh.se/projects/wcet/benchmarks.html
3 https://www.irit.fr/recherches/ARCHI/MARCH/rubrique.php3?id_rubrique=97
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experiments to synchronously-released tasks with implicit-deadlines, we set
oi = 0 and Di = Ti . In Altmeyer et al (2012), a task cache utilization is
generated for each task in order to get the number of ecbs for the task ecbi .
As ecbi has to be an integer, rounded computation is needed. So, the real
cache utilization for the taskset might be slightly different from the one given
as an input. To avoid such an issue, we prefer to generate directly each task
#ecbi as an integer value with a total sum of CU × CS, using the UUnifast
algorithm and a rounding technique similar to the one proposed in Lunniss
et al (2012). The cache set index of the first ecb of each task Si is randomly
generated as a uniformly-distributed integer in [0, CS − 1]. All task ecbs are
placed in a continuous group starting at Si . Finally, the number of ucbs per
task #ucbi is randomly generated in [0, RF · #ecbi ] according to a uniform
distribution. All task ucbs are also placed in a continuous group starting at
cache index Si . For the sake of simplicity, we will consider hereafter solely
the ucb-only approach to bound the crpd. This approach will be detailed
in the next section for rm and edf scheduling policies. As in Altmeyer et al
(2012), crpd values si are not dependent on worst-case execution times Ci .
As a consequence, some tasks can have a larger crpd than their worst-case
execution time.

6.2 Evaluated metrics
Through our experiments, we aim at comparing rm, edf and off in terms
of schedulability when varying different input parameters. We prefer to focus
only on schedulability because preemption-based metrics do not seem to be
relevant here as we consider only worst-case scenarios (which is typical in the
hard real-time scheduling theory). In our opinion, it would be more adequate
to measure the number of preemptions for a taskset or the total overhead
produced over the hyperperiod on real-life scenarios (i.e. tasks with average
execution times instead of wcets).
For each experiment, we generate one thousand independent tasksets per
processor utilization value. Each time, schedulability is evaluated using one of
the three metrics detailed hereafter.
6.2.1 Number of schedulable tasksets
We measure the number of schedulable tasksets for each scheduling approach
as a function of the total processor utilization U , all other input parameters
being set to their default values.
For rm, we use the modified version of the Response Time Analysis accounting for crpds presented in Busquets-Mataix et al (1996a):
X  Ri 
· (Cj + γi,j )
Ri = Ci +
Tj
∀j∈hp(i)
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hp(i) being the set of tasks with priorities higher than the one of τi and γi,j a
bound on the crpd experienced by τi each time it is preempted by a higher
priority task τj . γi,j can be computed using for example the ucb-only approach
introduced in Lee et al (1998):
γi,j = brt ·

max

∀k∈hep(i)∩lp(j)

{|ucbk |}

hep(i) being the set of tasks with priorities higher or equal to the one of τi
and lp(j) the set of tasks with lower priority than the one of τj .
For edf, we can simply use the sufficient test for periodic tasks with implicit deadlines introduced in Lunniss et al (2013):
X Ci + γD ,i
max
≤1
Ti
∀τi

Dmax being the largest relative deadline in the taskset. γDmax ,i can be computed using for example the ucb-only approach adapted for edf in Lunniss
et al (2013):
γDmax ,i = brt ·

max

∀j∈, Dmax ≥Dj >Di

{|ucbj |}

Finally for off, si corresponds to an upper bound on the crpd paid by
Task τi each time it resumes after a preemption: si = brt · |ucbi |. To evaluate
the schedulability of a taskset, we use the CPLEX 12.6.1 solver from IBM
to solve the milp: if the solver finds a solution, then the taskset is deemed
schedulable. To further bound the solving time issue, we set a time limit of 10
seconds for the solver. If the time limit is exceeded, then the solver keeps the
best current solution (if any).
6.2.2 Weighted Schedulability
To study the impact of parameters other than U , we use the weighted schedulability measure introduced in Bastoni et al (2010). For each approach and each
value of the chosen varying parameter p, one thousand tasksets are generated
for a set Q of equally spaced processor utilization values:
Q = {u|u = k · 0.1, k ∈ J1, 10K}

Then, the results are graphically represented using the weighted schedulability
W` (p) which combines the data of all tasksets for every processor utilization
value in Q:
P
∀U ∈Q U · S` (U, p)
P
W` (p) =
∀U ∈Q U
where S` (U, p) is the binary result of the schedulability test for a taskset
with a processor utilization U and a value p for the studied parameter. The
Weighted Schedulability measure allows to reduce three-dimensional plots to
two dimensions only without having to give the processor utilization a fixed
value.
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Fig. 18 Number of schedulable tasksets under rm, edf and off as a function of the total
processor utilization U .

6.2.3 Speedup Factors
We also study speedup factors in order to quantify the resource cost introduced when considering crpds in scheduling. Consider a given taskset deemed
schedulable when no crpd is considered (e.g. U ≤ 1 for periodic tasks with
implicit deadlines). The speedup factor scf corresponds to the factor by which
the processor speed needs to be increased and the memory access time needs
to be decreased for the taskset to be schedulable when crpds are considered.
scf is such that a taskset, deemed schedulable when no crpd is considered, is
Ci
schedulable with ∀τi : Ci0 = scf
∧ brt0 = brt
scf when crpds are accounted for.
We compute the average speedup factors among all tasksets per experiment
point for different input parameters.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Impact of the Processor Utilization
We first consider how the total processor utilization of the taskset impacts the
system schedulability. All input parameters, except for the processor utilization
U , are set to their default values, i.e. CU = 4, RF = 30%, CS = 256 and
brt = 0.008. U is varied from 0.1 to 1.0 onwards by step of 0.1.
As depicted in Figure 18, when the total processor utilization increases,
then rm, edf and off experience a decrease in schedulability. For small values
of U (U = 0.1), rm and edf successfully schedules about 80% of the tasksets
whereas off achieves a 100% success. Some tasksets are deemed unschedulable under rm and edf even for small values of U because of potential large
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Fig. 19 Average Processor and Memory Speedup Factor for rm, edf and off as a function
of the total processor utilization U .

crpds: as the crpd is independent from U for our experiments, some tasksets
may experience crpds larger than wcets. For some tasks, these crpds may
not fit in the task execution window (time interval between the task release
time and its deadline) causing deadline miss. For off, no such problem occurs
as it is more likely to construct a schedule without any preemption. For large
values of U (U = 0.8), edf can only schedule 243 tasksets out of one thousand,
whereas rm drops under one hundred schedulable tasksets. As shown in Buttazzo (2005), the number of preemptions for rm increases with the processor
utilization, causing a higher overall crpd. For edf, the number of preemptions
does not necessarily increase. But as the processor utilization is higher, there
is less free CPU time and in particular task lateness (i.e. the amount of time
between the completion date of a task and its deadline) might be reduced in
average. So, it is more likely that a preemption delay, which postpones the task
completion date, results in a deadline miss. On the contrary, off successfully
schedule more than 95% of the tasksets for U = 0.8. This is because the milp
focuses on reducing the cumulated preemption delay. As a result, the average
number of preemptions per job and the average proportion of the processor
time occupied by crpds remain quite low (under 0.06 preemptions per job and
1.2% of the processor time). For U = 1, the only tasksets deemed schedulable
are either those which can be scheduled non-preemptively or those for which
a schedule can be constructed with zero-cost preemptions, i.e. tasks with zero
ucb.
In Figure 19, we depict the average factor by which the CPU speed should
be increased and the memory access time be decreased in order to have an
unschedulable taskset become schedulable. For large values of U (U = 0.8),
this speedup factor can increase up to 1.45 in average for rm (i.e. a 45% faster
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Fig. 20 Weighted Schedulability as a function of CU.

CPU and memory bus) and 1.33 in average for edf (i.e. a 33% faster CPU and
memory bus) whereas it remains nearly equal to 1 for off. Note that for off,
the maximum speedup factor for any taskset never exceeds 1.83 (for U = 1.0)
whereas it can exceed 5 for edf and rm (for U ≥ 0.8).

6.3.2 Impact of the Cache Utilization and the Cache Reuse
We now focus on the impact of task cache-related parameters on the system
schedulability. Input parameters CS and brt are set to their default values
CS = 256 and brt = 0.008.
First, we consider the impact of the cache utilization. RF is set to 0.3.
CU is varied from 0 to 8 onwards by step of 1 and for each value of CU, we
generate one thousand tasksets per processor utilization value in Q = {u|u =
k · 0.1, k ∈ J1, 10K}.
As shown in Figure 20, when increasing the total cache utilization, the
weighted schedulability of rm, edf and off decreases as the crpds increase.
For large crpds, it might be impossible even for off to construct a feasible
schedule when U increases. However, for large values of U , off still behaves
quite well even for large values of CU: for CU = 8, the number of tasksets
deemed schedulable by off is more important than the number of tasksets
deemed schedulable by rm or even edf for smaller cache utilization values.
Note that increasing the number of cache sets CS gives similar results. Indeed,
ecbs are generated based on the total cache occupancy CU × CS. Increasing
either CU or CS results in a higher number of ecbs (and so of ucbs) in average.
Then, we study the impact of the cache reuse. CU is set to 4. RF is varied
from 0.0 to 0.5 onwards by step of 0.05 and for each value of RF, we generate
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Fig. 21 Weighted Schedulability as a function of RF.

one thousand tasksets per processor utilization value in Q = {u|u = k · 0.1, k ∈
J1, 10K}.
The results are quite similar when varying the reutilization factor, see
Figure 21. As for the total processor utilization, increasing RF might result in
larger crpds and so in potential deadline misses. Indeed, increasing RF means
that the maximum proportion of ucbs per task is increased which results in
a larger number of ucbs per task in average (as #ucbi is randomly chosen
between 0 and RF · #ecbi using a uniform distribution).

6.3.3 Impact of the Block Reload Time
We now focus on the impact of cache parameters on the system schedulability.
Input parameters CU and RF are set to their default values CU = 4 and
RF = 0.3.
As stated previously, the impact of the number of cache lines CS is quite
similar to the impact of the total cache utilization CU. So, we focus hereafter
on the block reload time. CS is set to 256 and brt is varied from 21 = 2µs to
25 = 32µs onwards by step of power of 2. For each value of brt, we generate
one thousand tasksets per processor utilization value in Q = {u|u = k · 0.1, k ∈
J1, 10K}.
As depicted in Figure 22, when increasing the Block Reload Time brt, the
schedulability of rm, edf and off decreases. As the total cache utilization
and the cache size remain constant (CU = 4 and CS = 256), a higher value
of brt means larger values for the crpd parameters. In particular, rm and
edf experience a huge loss of schedulability, in particular for small values of
U . off behaves quite well even for large values of brt: for brt = 0.032, there
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Fig. 22 Weighted Schedulability as a function of brt.

are more tasksets deemed schedulable by off than there are for rm or even
edf for brt = 0.008.

6.3.4 Impact of the approach used to bound the crpd
Finally, we consider the influence of the approach used to bound the crpd on
the system schedulability. For rm and edf schedulability analyses, we consider
enhanced crpd upper bounds which take into account both the impact of
the preempted and preempting tasks. As our offline approach uses a task
model where the crpd parameter only depends on the considered task (i.e.
the preempted task), it is no longer optimal. So, we evaluate in this section
the effectiveness of our offline approach when more precise crpd upper bounds
are used for rm and edf schedulability analyses. Input parameters CU, CS,
RF and brt are set to their default values CU = 4, CS = 256, RF = 0.3 and
brt = 0.008.
We vary U from 0.1 to 1.0 onwards by step of 0.1 and for each value of U ,
we generate one thousand tasksets. For each taskset, we consider the ucb- and
ecb-union approaches for both rm and edf alongside the ucb-only approach.
As depicted in Figure 23, using enhanced crpd bound approaches results
in a higher number of schedulable tasksets. But, this number remains low in
comparison with the number of tasksets deemed schedulable by the offline
approach off. Actually, only nine tasksets (resp. three) out of all generated
tasksets (i.e., ten thousand tasksets) are found schedulable by edf (resp. dm)
using the ecb-union approach and not by off (the results are actually similar
when using the ucb-union one). The offline approach is no longer optimal but
still allows to achieve a better schedulability ratio.
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Fig. 23 Number of schedulable tasksets under rm, edf and off as a function of the total
processor utilization for several crpd bound approaches.

So our offline approach clearly outperforms rm and edf even when enhanced crpd bounds are considered. Indeed, for large values of the processor
utilization, the total cache utilization, the reutilization factor or the Block
Reload Time, both rm and edf experience a huge schedulability loss whereas
the offline approach still achieves a high schedulability ratio.
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Fig. 24 Evaluation of the solving time for the offline approach off as a function of the
number of jobs for U = 0.8.

6.3.5 Mathematical program solving time
We give here an insight on the solving time for the offline approach. We deal
with the tasksets generated when studying the impact of U on the system
schedulability (i.e. CU = 4, CS = 256, RF = 0.3, brt = 0.008) for U = 0.8.
We measure the time needed to construct the inputs for the milp and the
time needed by the solver to compute a solution for each taskset as a function
of the number of jobs. As depicted in Figure 24, when the number of jobs
increases, the total time needed for the offline approach off tends to explode,
rising from less than 10s in average for tasksets with twenty jobs to more than
60s for some tasksets with two hundred jobs. However, the computation time
for the offline approach is not strictly correlated with the number of jobs: the
time to construct the inputs for the milp is directly related to the number of
jobs and slices but the milp solving time is highly variable from one instance
to another.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we study the problem of scheduling hard real-time tasks accounting for preemption delays. We first show that three of the most popular online
scheduling algorithm, rm, dm and edf, are no longer sustainable when subject to preemption delays. Moreover, we prove that no online scheduler can be
optimal for scheduling sporadic tasks when preemption delays are considered.
Because clairvoyance is needed to devise an optimal scheduling algorithm, we
focus next on offline scheduling. In that context, we propose an offline solu-
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tion to the preemption delay-aware scheduling problem using a mixed-integer
linear program formulation.
Then, we focus on the impact of cache memory on the system schedulability
and evaluate our offline solution alongside with rm and edf when subjected to
crpds. In particular, we study how different parameters such as the processor
utilization or the cache utilization have an impact on the system schedulability.
We show that both rm and edf experience a huge schedulability loss for large
values of the processor utilization, the total cache utilization or the Block
Reload Time. On the contrary, our offline approach can still schedule most of
the tasksets even for large processor utilizations, cache utilizations or Block
Reload Times. When enhanced crpd bounds are used for rm and edf, our
offline approach still clearly outperforms rm and edf even if it is no longer
optimal.
As real-time system behavior depends on wcet, periods, deadlines but
also preemption delays (which are closely related to hardware features such
as cache memories), the scheduler should consider all these parameters at the
same time in order to improve schedulability. The offline approach proposed
here is a step forward. A possible next step would be to devise online heuristic
algorithms for the problem of scheduling with preemption delays. Note that, in
this paper, we did not consider a task model with a jitter parameter. Studying
the impact of the task jitter on both sustainability and schedulability would
be an interesting problem to deal with in future work. Finally, some results
presented in this paper, and especially the offline approach, could be extended
to cope with task models using more precise crpd parameters (i.e. taking into
account the preempted and preempting tasks).
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